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Flight Booking Tips & Travel Guide

written by mirfie chan  |  photos by mirfie & isabella chan
TOP 3 FLIGHT BOOKING TIPS: 

The biggest "tip" I've come to realize is that there is no

magic tip. The more flexible you are with dates, the

more likely you are to find some amazing deals. If

however, like me, your dates revolve around school

holidays, here's what has worked best for me:

1. SCORE a deal: I've had tremendous luck with

Hotel+Flight packages from Expedia and Priceline.

I've saved from a few hundred dollars up to $3K for

our family on some trips. I usually get the best

deals late at night (think past midnight) on

Sundays and Tuesdays but early in the day on

Wednesdays. 

                                                                             

2. CLEAR your cookies: No exact science here. I

clear them before i start a new days search or

when I see the prices go up. Many times, I've had

them drop after I clear the cookies!

3. MAXIMIZE your time at the destination: If you

cant be flexible with your dates to get the best

deals, then try to be flexible with your time or

which airport you fly in and out of. We always plan

it such that we arrive there early and leave later.

For this trip to Puerto Rico, we arrived at noon on a

Saturday and left at 9pm on a Wednesday.
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WHAT TO BRING: WHERE TO GO:

WHAT TO DO:

1.SNACKS: Pack some favorite snacks! I account

for 3 snacks per day. There really is no point

paying $10++ for a tiny serving of fries or $20 for a

burger when what the family really wants is a small

bite. I'm all about strategic spending ;)

2. SUNBLOCK + INSECT REPELLENT: So simple

because it is so easily forgotten! You then end up

paying double the price at the hotel. Don't forget

to pack them in your bag along with the

complimentary H20 when you venture out of the

hotel too!

3. A NO DEVICE POLICY RULE: Disconnect from

the internet and only use the phones as a camera.

We allocate 30 mins to catch up on emails or

social media but only after dinner. It's tough at first

but worth the wonderful rest everyone (including

the kids) get in return! You came to recharge your

batteries not to keep yourself plugged in!

Indulge in experiences and bring home memories that last a lifetime! 

 1. Sign up for a Cooking Class: We highly recommend a Taste of Puerto Rico Cooking Class on AirBnb with

Viviana. Nope this is not a paid ad. Yep! We just loved it that much! 

2. Photo Shoot + Tour: This is something we always try to do when we travel. You get to visit places of

interest with a local and bring home professional quality photos. While we didn't get to do this in Puerto

Rico, this is one I would consider if we had the time: Pose for Pictures with a Photographer

3. Enjoy  unique experience for the family like this one: Be a Manatee Caretaker!

Take a leisurely stroll in San Juan!

1. Fly a kite at El Morro - You can get one from

several street vendors right there!

2. Visit Barrachina and have a drink where the

Pina Colada was created in 1963 by Don

Ramon

 

3. We started collecting local art work on our

travels and we got a colorful painting from The  

Handcraft Store. The owner is delightful - ask

him about his bio luminescent cave hah!

 

Love Nature? El Yunque is waiting...

Hike the beautiful National Rainforest: Bring one of

those rain ponchos because ya never know! Check

out Pristine and Hidden Wonders in El Yunque on

AirBnb



You don't need magic 

to disappear; all you 

need is a destination.
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WHERE TO STAY

Dorado Beach Resort & Spa, a Ritz Carlton Reserve

written by mirfie chan

In  August of 2019, we

stayed at the beautiful

Dorado Beach Reserve a

Ritz Carlton Resort for 4

nights and 5 days. 

The pictures you see here and the

cover page are our own taken with

my cell phone with zero

professional skills. It is just that

beautiful there. 



LIKE WHAT YOU SEE?

Let's Stay In Touch!

written by mirfie chan


